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(PPREs). PPREs have been identified in the regulatory regions of a variety of genes that are involved in lipid metabolism
and energy balance (9).
PPARa and PPARg appear to play key roles in the catabolism and storage of fatty acids, respectively. Treatment of
rodents with compounds that activate PPARa, including FAs,
results in the proliferation of peroxisomes and the coordinate
induction of hepatic genes involved in the b-oxidation of FAs
in peroxisomes, mitochondria, and other cellular compartments (9, 12). Mice that lack functional PPARa do not respond
to these agents and accumulate lipid droplets in their livers
(13). Whereas PPARa functions in lipid catabolism and
homeostasis in the liver, the PPARg subtype appears to play
a primary role in the storage of lipids in adipose tissue. PPARg
is abundantly expressed in adipocytes and plays a pivotal role
in adipocyte differentiation in vitro (14–16).
We and others recently identified a class of antidiabetic
drugs, the thiazolidinediones, as high-affinity PPARg ligands
(17, 18). The availability of radiolabeled thiazolidinediones
provided the tool necessary for the subsequent discovery of the
prostanoid 15-deoxy-D12,14-prostaglandin J2 (15d-J2) as a naturally occurring PPARg ligand (18, 19). While a remarkable
diversity of eicosanoids, FAs, and peroxisome proliferators
have been reported to activate the PPARa subtype, the
identification of bona fide PPARa ligands has been hindered
by the lack of a comparable, high-affinity PPARa radioligand.
In this report, we describe a novel fibrate that functions as a
high-affinity ligand for both PPARa and PPARg. Using this
compound as a radioligand in competition binding assays, we
demonstrate that specific FAs and eicosanoids can interact
directly with both PPARa and PPARg.

ABSTRACT
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors
(PPARs) a and g are key regulators of lipid homeostasis and
are activated by a structurally diverse group of compounds
including fatty acids, eicosanoids, and hypolipidemic drugs
such as fibrates and thiazolidinediones. While thiazolidinediones and 15-deoxy-D12,14-prostaglandin J2 have been
shown to bind to PPARg, it has remained unclear whether
other activators mediate their effects through direct interactions with the PPARs or via indirect mechanisms. Here, we
describe a novel fibrate, designated GW2331, that is a highaffinity ligand for both PPARa and PPARg. Using GW2331 as
a radioligand in competition binding assays, we show that
certain mono- and polyunsaturated fatty acids bind directly to
PPARa and PPARg at physiological concentrations, and that
the eicosanoids 8(S)-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid and 15deoxy-D12,14-prostaglandin J 2 can function as subtypeselective ligands for PPARa and PPARg, respectively. These
data provide evidence that PPARs serve as physiological
sensors of lipid levels and suggest a molecular mechanism
whereby dietary fatty acids can modulate lipid homeostasis.
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While fatty acids (FAs) are essential biological components,
elevated concentrations of circulating FAs are linked to a
variety of disease states including obesity, atherosclerosis, and
non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) (1). Thus,
physiologic levels of FAs levels must be maintained within
narrow limits. Recent evidence suggests that FAs can rapidly
modulate the transcription of genes involved in their own
metabolism (2–4). Insight into the mechanism underlying
some of these effects of FAs on gene expression was provided
by the identification of several closely related orphan nuclear
receptors, termed peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors
(PPARs), that are activated by micromolar concentrations of
a variety of FAs and FA analogues, including the hypolipidemic fibrate class of drugs (5–8). Three mammalian PPARs,
designated PPARa, g, and d (9, 10), and three Xenopus laevis
PPARs, designated xPPARa, -b, and -g (11), have been
isolated. While the PPARa and PPARg subtypes are highly
conserved across species, mammalian PPARd and xPPARb
diverge significantly in sequence. Thus, it remains unclear
whether these two subtypes are functional homologues.
PPARs regulate the expression of target genes by binding to
DNA sequence elements, termed PPAR response elements

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals. 2-(4-[2-(3-[2,4-Difluorophenyl]-1-heptylureido)
ethyl]phenoxy)-2-methylbutyric acid (GW2331) was synthesized via standard chemical techniques. [3H]GW2331 was
synthesized by palladium catalyzed reduction of 2-(4-[2-(3[2,4-dif luorophenyl]-1-hept-2-enylureido)ethyl]phenoxy)-2methylbutyric acid with tritium gas. The specific activity of the
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proliferator-activated receptor; x, Xenopus laevis; m, mouse; h, human;
PU, polyunsaturated; NIDDM, non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus; GW2331, 2-(4-[2-(3-[2,4-dif luorophenyl]-1-heptylureido)ethyl]phenoxy)-2-methylbutyric acid; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide.
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resulting radioligand was 82 Ci/mmol (1 Ci 5 37 GBq). 15d-J2,
8(S)-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid (HETE), and 8(R)-HETE
were purchased from Cayman Chemicals (Ann Arbor, MI).
Wy 14,643 was purchased from Biomol (Plymouth Meeting,
PA). All FAs were purchased from Sigma.
Cotransfection Assays. To generate the pSG5-GAL4xPPARa, pSG5-GAL4-xPPARb, and pSG5-GAL4-xPPARg
chimeric receptor expression plasmids, cDNAs encoding the
hinge and ligand binding domains of xPPARa (amino acids
174–474), xPPARb (amino acids 96–396), and xPPARg (amino acids 178–477) (11) were amplified by PCR and subcloned
into the KpnI and BamHI sites of the pSG5-GAL4 expression
plasmid (17). The clones were verified by sequence analysis.
The pSG5-mouse (m) PPAR a, pSG5-mPPAR g, pSG5mPPARd, pSG5-human (h) PPARa, pSG5-hPPARg, and
pSG5-hPPARd chimeric receptor expression plasmids and the
(UAS)5-tk-CAT reporter plasmid have been described (17,
19). Transient cotransfection assays using these plasmids were
performed as described (17, 19).
Ligand Binding Assays. To generate bacterial expression
plasmids for the ligand binding domains of the PPAR subtypes,
cDNAs encoding the hinge and ligand binding domains of
hPPARa (amino acids 167–468) (20), mPPARa (amino acids
167–468) (5), xPPARa (amino acids 174–474) (11), and
xPPARg (amino acids 178–477) (11) were removed from the
corresponding pSG-GAL4-PPAR chimeric receptor expression plasmids by cutting with KpnI and BamHI and inserted in
frame into a pGEX-2T plasmid (Pharmacia) that had been
modified to include KpnI and BamHI sites in the polylinker
region. GST-PPAR fusion proteins or glutathione Stransferase (GST) alone as a control were expressed in
BL21(DE3)plysS cells and extracts prepared by freeze-thawing
the cells in bacterial lysis buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0/250 mM
KCl/1 mM DTT/1% Triton X-100) followed by centrifugation
at 40,000 3 g for 30 min. Glycerol was added to the bacterial
extracts to a final concentration of 10%. Bacterial extracts were
dialyzed extensively against bacterial lysis buffer containing
10% glycerol to remove glutathione that might interfere with
the stability of the various FAs and eicosanoids in the competition binding assays. For saturation binding analysis or
competition binding assays, bacterial extracts ('50 mg protein)
containing either GST-xPPARa or GST-xPPARg were incubated at 48C for 2–3 hr in buffer containing 10 mM Tris (pH
8.0), 50 mM KCl, and 10 mM DTT with [3H]GW2331 in the
presence or absence of unlabeled GW2331 or the various FAs
or eicosanoids. Bound radioactivity was separated from free
radioactivity by elution through 1 ml Sephadex G-25 protein
desalting columns (Boehringer Mannheim). Bound radioactivity eluted in the column void volume and was quantitated by
liquid scintillation counting.
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RESULTS
A Novel Fibrate Is a Potent PPARa and PPARg Activator.
Drugs of the fibrate class are used clinically to reduce serum
triglyceride and cholesterol levels and have been shown to
activate the PPARs (11, 21–24). Recently, a novel class of
trisubstituted ureido fibrate analogues was synthesized which
displayed increased potency in rodent models of hyperlipidemia (D. Winegar, and S.S.S., unpublished data). We tested
one of these fibrates, GW2331 (Fig. 1), for activity on the three
human, mouse, and Xenopus PPAR subtypes in a transient
transfection assay. To minimize background caused by endogenous PPARs present in CV-1 cells, an established chimera
system was used in which the ligand binding domains of the
PPARs were fused to the DNA binding domain of the yeast
transcription factor GAL4 (17). Expression vectors encoding
each of the chimeric receptors were transfected into CV-1 cells
together with a reporter plasmid containing five copies of the
GAL4 DNA binding site driving expression of the reporter
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Structure of the fibrate GW2331.

chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT). Interestingly,
GW2331 was a potent activator of both the PPARa and
PPARg subtypes. Dose-response analysis revealed that
GW2331 activated human, mouse, and Xenopus PPARa with
EC50 values of 50 nM, 10 nM, and 60 nM, respectively (Table
1). GW2331 activated PPARg from the different species with
EC50 values that ranged from 200 nM to 360 nM (Table 1). In
terms of efficacy, GW2331 activated PPARa and PPARg to a
degree comparable to that obtained with saturating concentrations of the efficacious activators Wy 14,643 and BRL
49653, respectively (data not shown). While GW2331 was only
a weak activator of mouse and human PPARd at doses up to
1 mM, GW2331 was a potent activator of xPPARb (Table 1).
Thus, GW2331 represents a novel fibrate that functions as a
dual activator of PPARa and PPARg from multiple species as
well as xPPARb.
GW2331 Is a High-Affinity PPARa and PPARg Ligand. We
next sought to determine whether GW2331 interacted directly
with PPARa. The putative ligand binding domains of human,
mouse, and Xenopus PPARa were overexpressed in Escherichia coli as fusion proteins with GST. Bacterial extracts
containing GST-hPPARa, GST-mPPARa, or GST-xPPARa
or control extracts containing GST alone were tested for
binding to [3H]GW2331. Specific binding of [3H]GW2331 was
detected in extracts containing each of the three fusion
proteins (Fig. 2A). Significantly more binding activity was
detected in extracts containing GST-xPPARa than those
containing either GST-hPPARa or GST-mPPARa (Fig. 2 A).
Consistent with this finding, Western blot analysis revealed
markedly higher levels of GST-xPPARa than either GSThPPARa or GST-mPPARa in the soluble fraction of bacterial
lysates (data not shown). In control experiments, no specific
binding of [3H]GW2331 was detected in bacterial extracts
containing GST alone (Fig. 2 A).
Based upon the higher specific binding activity obtained
using bacterial extracts containing the Xenopus receptor relative to the human and murine homologues, the GST-xPPARa
protein was used to further characterize the binding properties
of GW2331. Saturation binding analyses revealed that
[3H]GW2331 bound in a saturable manner to GST-xPPARa
with a Kd value of 140 nM (Fig. 2B). These data are in good
Table 1. EC50 values for activation of Xenopus, mouse, and
human PPARs by the fibrate GW2331
EC50 values, nM
Species

PPARa

PPARg

PPARbyd

Human
Mouse
Xenopus

50
10
60

300
200
360

.1,000
.1,000
40

EC50 values were determined using the GAL4-PPAR chimeras.
CV-1 cells were transfected with the various GAL4-PPAR expression
plasmids and the cells were treated with GW2331 at concentrations
ranging from 1 3 10210 M to 1 3 1025 M in 1y3 molar log steps. All
data points were tested in triplicate. The overall levels of activation of
PPARa and PPARg were comparable to those obtained with saturating concentrations of Wy 14,643 and BRL 49653, respectively.
Similar EC50 values were obtained in two independent experiments.
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FIG. 2. [3H]GW2331 binds to PPARa and PPARg. (A) Control
bacterial extracts (c) or bacterial extracts containing GST-hPPARa
(h), GST-mPPARa (m), or GST-xPPARa (x) were incubated with 60
nM [3H]GW2331 in either the absence or presence of 10 mM unlabeled
GW2331 as indicated. The amount of GST included in the control
experiments was comparable or exceeded the amount of GST-PPAR
fusion proteins used in binding experiments as judged by SDS/PAGE
analysis and Coomassie blue staining of bacterial extracts (data not
shown). Data shown represent the mean of assays performed in
triplicate 6 SD. (B) Bacterial extracts containing GST-xPPARa were
incubated with increasing concentrations of [3H]GW2331 in the
absence (total binding; M) or presence (nonspecific binding; Ç) of 10
mM unlabeled GW2331. Specific binding is indicated (E). (Inset)
Specific binding data were transformed by Scatchard analysis. (C)
Bacterial extracts containing GST-xPPARg were incubated with increasing concentrations of [3H]GW2331 in the absence (total binding;
M) or presence (nonspecific binding; Ç) of 10 mM unlabeled GW2331.
Specific binding is indicated (E). (Inset) Specific binding data were
transformed by Scatchard analysis.

agreement with the EC50 value for xPPARa activation obtained using the transient transfection assay (Table 1) and
demonstrate that a molecule of the fibrate class can function
as a high-affinity ligand for PPARa. In parallel studies, we
found that GW2331 also interacted with xPPAR g .
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[3H]GW2331 bound specifically to a GST-xPPARg fusion
protein with a Kd value of 300 nM (Fig. 2C). [3H]GW2331 also
bound specifically to the analogous GST-mPPARg fusion
protein (data not shown). Thus, it appears that GW2331
represents the first molecule to be identified that binds with
high-affinity to both the PPARa and PPARg subtypes.
FAs Bind to PPARa and PPARg. The availability of
[3H]GW2331 as a high-affinity ligand for both PPARa and
PPARg provided us with the means to examine whether
activators of these receptors are in fact ligands. We initially
examined a variety of FAs for their ability to activate xPPARa
and xPPARg in the transfection assay and, in parallel, their
ability to compete with [3H]GW2331 for binding to GSTxPPARa and GST-xPPARg. Because the total concentration
of nonesterified FAs in adult, human serum can exceed 1 mM
and the more prevalent of the individual FAs account for
20–40% of this total (25), we assayed the individual FAs at a
concentration of 30 mM in the competition binding assay and
100 mM in the transfection assay.
Transfection analysis and competition binding assays were
performed with the saturated FAs lauric (C12:0) and palmitic
acid (C16:0); the monounsaturated FAs oleic (C18:1), petroselenic acid (C18:1), and erucic acid (C22:1); and, the polyunsaturated (PU) FAs linolenic (C18:3), linoleic (C18:2), and
arachidonic (C20:4) acids. With the exceptions of lauric and
erucic acid, each of these FAs was a strong activator of the
GAL4-xPPARa chimera in the transactivation assay when
assayed at a concentration of 100 mM (Fig. 3A). The more
efficacious of these FAs activated xPPARa to levels comparable to those obtained with GW2331 (Fig. 3A). As we have
previously observed with the mammalian PPAR subtypes
(S.A.K. and J.M.L., unpublished observation), the basal activity of xPPARg was markedly higher ('30-fold) than that of
xPPARa (Fig. 3A). However, xPPARg activity was augmented
in the presence of 100 mM lauric acid, petroselenic acid, and
each of the PUFAs (Fig. 3A). Palmitic and oleic acid were weak
activators, while erucic acid showed virtually no activity on
xPPARg (Fig. 3A). Similar results were obtained in the
presence of 100 mM of these FAs when mPPARa or mPPARg
were substituted for the Xenopus homologues in the transient
transfection experiments (data not shown). These data are
consistent with previous studies demonstrating that mammalian and Xenopus PPARs are activated by micromolar concentrations of a structurally diverse group of FAs (6–8, 23, 26).
In competition binding assays, we found that xPPARa and
xPPARg were also remarkably promiscuous in terms of their
direct interactions with FAs. All three PUFAs competed
efficiently with [3H]GW2331 for binding to both xPPARa and
xPPARg (Fig. 3B). The monounsaturated FA petroselenic
acid also competed efficiently with [3H]GW2331 for binding to
both Xenopus receptors, whereas oleic acid, which differs from
petroselenic acid only in the position of the single double bond,
competed significantly better for binding to xPPARa than
xPPARg (Fig. 3B). In agreement with the transfection data,
little or no competition was seen with erucic acid on either of
the two PPARs (Fig. 3B). Surprisingly, however, lauric acid,
which activates xPPARg, and palmitic acid, which activates
both PPARs, competed only weakly with [3H]GW2331 in the
competition binding assay (Fig. 3B). We speculate that these
FAs may either serve as precursors to more active compounds
or, alternatively, interfere with cellular metabolism, and result
in the accumulation of endogenous PPAR ligands. We conclude from these data that xPPARa and xPPARg are bona fide
receptors for a structurally diverse set of FAs, including monoand PUFAs, but that not all activators mediate their effects
through direct interactions with the PPARs.
Based on their efficacies in the competition binding assay
and relative abundance in human serum (25), we selected the
PUFAs linolenic, linoleic, and arachidonic acid for more
thorough dose response analysis. These three FAs competed
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FIG. 3. FAs are ligands for xPPARa and xPPARg. (A) CV-1 cells
were cotransfected with expression plasmids encoding either GAL4xPPARa or GAL4-xPPARg and the reporter plasmid UAS5-tk-CAT.
Cells were treated with vehicle (0.1% dimethyl sulfoxide; DMSO)
alone, 1 3 1024 M of the various FAs, or 1 3 1026 M GW2331. Cell
extracts were subsequently assayed for CAT activity. Data points
represent the mean of assays performed in triplicate. Similar results
were obtained in two independent experiments. (B) Competition
binding assays were performed using bacterial extracts containing
either GST-xPPARa or GST-xPPARg and either 30 nM (xPPARa) or
60 nM (xPPARg) [3H]GW2331 in the presence of 3 3 1025 M of the
indicated FAs or unlabeled GW2331. Data are presented as percent
competition relative to addition of vehicle (1% DMSO) alone and
represent the mean of assays performed in triplicate. Similar results
were obtained in two independent experiments.

with [3H]GW2331 for binding to GST-xPPARa and GSTxPPARg with IC50 values in the 2-to 20-mM range (Fig. 4 A and
B). These values are within the range of concentrations of the
nonesterified FAs found in human serum (25) suggesting that
these dietary FAs serve as PPAR ligands in vivo.
Eicosanoids Are Subtype Selective PPAR Ligands. The
PPARs have recently been found to be activated by various
eicosanoid and eicosanoid-like molecules (7, 18, 19, 26–30).
We chose two naturally occurring eicosanoids, 15d-J2 and
8-HETE, for evaluation in the transactivation and competition
binding assays. 15d-J2 has been shown to bind and activate
PPARg and, at higher concentrations, to activate PPARa (18,
19). 8-HETE is an 8-lipoxygenase product that is produced in
skin in response to treatment with phorbol esters (31–33) and
was recently shown to be a selective activator of mPPARa (27).
Interestingly, the 8(S)-HETE stereoisomer was found to be
significantly more active than its 8(R) enantiomer in activating
mPPARa in transfection assays (27). In agreement with these
previous studies, we found that the (S) enantiomer of 8-HETE
was a selective xPPARa activator and that 15d-J2 activated
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FIG. 4. PUFAs are ligands for xPPARa and xPPARg. Competition
binding assays were performed with (A) GST-xPPARa and 30 nM
[3H]GW2331 or (B) GST-xPPARg and 60 nM [3H]GW2331 in the
presence of increasing concentrations of linolenic acid (Ç), linoleic
acid (E), or arachidonic acid (M). Data represent the mean of duplicate
points and were normalized to reactions performed with vehicle (1%
DMSO) alone.

both xPPARa and xPPARg when these eicosanoids were
tested in transfection assays at a concentration of 1 3 1025 M
(Fig. 5A).
We next tested these eicosanoids in the competition binding
assay. In agreement with results obtained with mammalian
PPARg, 15d-J2 interacted with GST-xPPARg with an IC50
value of roughly 500 nM (Fig. 5C). 15d-J2 was one to two orders
of magnitude more potent in its interaction with GST-xPPARg
than with GST-xPPARa (Fig. 5 B and C). Whereas 15d-J2
interacted preferentially with xPPARg, 8(S)-HETE displayed
a strong preference for interacting with xPPARa. 8(S)-HETE
interacted with GST-xPPARa with an IC50 value of '500 nM
(Fig. 5B). By contrast, 8(S)-HETE interacted only weakly with
GST-xPPARg (Fig. 5C). The (R) enantiomer of 8-HETE
failed to compete efficiently with [3H]GW2331 for binding to
either GST-xPPARa or GST-xPPARg (Fig. 5 B and C). We
conclude that the naturally occurring eicosanoids 8(S)-HETE
and 15d-J2 are both more potent and more subtype-selective in
their interactions with the PPARs than are their FA precursors.

DISCUSSION
While many natural and synthetic compounds have been
shown to activate the PPARs, their biophysical properties and
lack of potency has made them largely unsuitable for use in
ligand binding assays. Thus, in the case of PPARa, it has
remained unclear whether these activators mediate their ef-
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FIG. 5. Eicosanoids are selective xPPARa and xPPARg ligands.
(A) CV-1 cells were cotransfected with expression plasmids encoding
either GAL4-xPPARa or GAL4-xPPARg and the reporter plasmid
UAS5-tk-CAT. Cells were treated with vehicle (0.1% DMSO) alone or
1 3 1025 M of the eicosanoids 8(S)-HETE, 8(R)-HETE, or 15d-J2.
Cell extracts were subsequently assayed for CAT activity. (B and C)
Competition binding assays were performed with (B) GST-xPPARa
and 30 nM [ 3 H]GW2331 or (C) GST-xPPAR g and 60 nM
[3H]GW2331 in the presence of increasing concentrations of 8(S)HETE (Ç), 8(R)-HETE (E), or 15d-J2 (M). Data represent the mean
of duplicate points and were normalized to reactions performed with
vehicle (1% DMSO) alone.

fects through direct interactions with this orphan receptor or
via an indirect mechanism. We now report the identification of
the fibrate GW2331 as a high-affinity PPARa and PPARg
ligand. Through the use of radiolabeled GW2331 in competition binding assays, we show that several FAs that are
prevalent in vivo, including the monounsaturated FA oleic acid
and the PUFAs linoleic acid, linolenic acid, and arachidonic
acid can function as ligands for both PPARa and PPARg at
concentrations that are consistent with those found in human
serum (25). These data provide strong evidence that FAs serve
as endogenous ligands for PPARa and PPARg. Moreover, our
findings suggest the existence of a molecular feedback mechanism whereby increases in the circulating levels of these FAs
could result in enhanced catabolism and storage of FAs via
activation of PPARa and PPARg, respectively.

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94 (1997)
The finding that various FAs can function as PPARa and
PPARg ligands at micromolar concentrations does not exclude
the possibility of the existence of either higher affinity or more
subtype-selective PPAR ligands. Indeed, we have shown that
the PUFA metabolites 8(S)-HETE and 15d-J2 are potent,
selective activators of PPARa and PPARg, respectively. Thus,
the regulated conversion of PUFAs to eicosanoids through
either the lipoxygenase or cyclooxygenase pathways may provide a mechanism for the differential regulation of PPARa
and PPARg and their respective target genes. Unlike FAs,
which are quite stable under standard extraction conditions,
eicosanoids such as 8(S)-HETE and 15d-J2 are extremely
labile. Thus, it remains unclear whether these eicosanoids are
present in vivo at sufficient concentrations to serve as PPAR
ligands.
As receptors for various FAs and eicosanoids, the PPARs
appear to be much more promiscuous in their interactions with
ligands than other members of the nuclear receptor family.
Our results suggest that the degree of activation of the PPARs
in vivo may not be determined simply through interactions with
a single, high-affinity ligand, but may instead be a function of
the sum concentration of a variety of FAs and FA metabolites
that can interact with the receptors. While the effective
concentrations of FAs in vivo are difficult to ascertain due to
their interactions with intracellular and extracellular binding
proteins, the net concentration of nonesterified FAs in normal
adult human serum is in the range necessary to activate the
PPARs (25). This idea is supported by a recent study in which
FAs, including arachidonic, linoleic, and oleic acids, were
isolated via gas chromatography-mass spectrometry as the
components present in human serum that activate PPARa
(34).
We have shown that certain mono- and PUFAs can interact
directly with PPARa and PPARg. Interestingly, diets rich in
these unsaturated FAs have been reported to lower serum
cholesterol and triglyceride levels and elevate high density
lipoprotein cholesterol levels in animals and humans (1, 35,
36). There is also evidence that these FAs may provide
protection against cardiovascular disease (1). Furthermore,
increased insulin sensitivity was found to be associated with
increased PUFA levels in skeletal muscle-phospholipids in
humans (37), and PUFAs were found to prevent diet-induced
insulin resistance in rodents (38). Insulin resistance is a central
feature of NIDDM. The pharmacological actions of the synthetic PPAR ligands and activators support the idea that
mono- and PUFAs may mediate some of their effects through
the PPARs. Fibrates, which activate PPARa (5) and in some
cases also activate PPARg (11, 24), demonstrate a broad
spectrum of effects on lipids in man including reductions in
total plasma cholesterol and triglyceride levels (21, 22). The
antidiabetic thiazolidinediones, which are selective PPARg
ligands, enhance the actions of insulin in peripheral tissues and
also reduce serum lipid levels in rodents and humans suffering
from NIDDM (39, 40). The parallels seen between the effects
of mono- and PUFAs and the synthetic PPAR ligands suggest
that PPARs may be the molecular targets for at least some of
the beneficial effects of the dietary FAs.
In summary, we have demonstrated that a subset of eicosanoids and FAs, including essential FAs, can bind directly to
PPARa and PPARg. These data ascribe a novel regulatory
function to FAs and certain of their cyclooxygenase and
lipoxygenase metabolites. Moreover, as PPARa and PPARg
appear to play central roles in the catabolism and storage of
FAs, our data suggest a molecular mechanism whereby dietary
lipids could affect overall energy balance and impact such
metabolic diseases as obesity, atherosclerosis, and NIDDM.
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